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ARIS 10 SR24 feature Feature description

ARIS Enterprise

ARIS Enterprise – Admin

Merge content in the web
As an Admin, you can now merge content from one database to another database.

Based on customer idea ARISD-I-35

Change list details in the web

Users can now access a detailed view of a database’s change list in the  
browser-based client. The view includes revision information of a model such as model 
name, model type, the action executed on the model, and the path to the model’s 
group path. Additionally, the users can filter the displayed models based on the revision 
information.

ARIS Enterprise – Designer

Select method filter in web 
repository

Designers can now easily switch method filters to display only relevant symbols.

Based on the customer idea ARISRPA-I-137

Search for multiple attribute values
For Designers and Admins, locating and managing content in the models and objects 
repository is now simpler. You can now retrieve models or objects based on multiple 
predefined values for a single attribute.

DMN decision table in the web Designers and Admins can now create and edit DMN decision tables in the web without 
tool breaks, utilizing the full DMN capabilities.

Import/Export DMN in the web ARIS Designers and Admins can now import and export DMN models in the  
browser-based client.

Search by GUID in repository
ARIS Designers can now search for models in the repository based on their GUID.

Based on customer idea ARISRPA-I-171

Spreadsheet modeler in the web
Designers can now create and edit spreadsheet models in the web browser.

Based on customer idea ARISRPA-I-73

Right-click context menu ARIS Designers and Admins can now use a right-click context menu when editing models 
or managing the repository.

Consolidate objects in the web
ARIS Admins and Designers can now consolidate objects in the browser-based client.

Based on customer idea ARISD-I-291

Import/Export of XML in the web ARIS Designers and Admins can now import/export ARIS-XMLs in the browser-based 
clients.
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ARIS Enterprise – Server/Enterprise Server

Start model approval workflow 
from Publish button (shared cloud)

Initiate model approval and publication of content from the Design environment via a 
“Publish button.”

Based on customer idea CFRQ-I-292

Deactivate legacy functionality Remove legacy functionalities such as SolMan 7.1 support and standalone views of APG 
Process Board.

Enhanced look and feel ARIS users can enjoy UI improvements such as redesigned standard colors. ARIS Admins 
can now easily configure a white header for ARIS.

Provide removing mentioning of 
users as an option for collaboration

For advanced privacy settings, Admins can now activate or deactivate the mentioning of 
users in ARIS Collaboration.

ARIS Enterprise – Viewer

Accessibility Guideline (EN) 
301 549: Add description about 
accessibility and browser screen 
reader combinations

Fulfill Guideline (EN) 301 549 criteria by adding documentation about accessibility and 
browser screen reader combinations.

Add dashboards via WYSIWYG 
editor

Use the WYSIWYG editor to insert charts, dashboards, or Process Mining dashboards as 
components of the content overviews in the portal.

New Portal Search takes database 
filter into account

Viewers searching for content now get a list of search filter criteria based on the source 
being searched and assigned default database filter.

ARIS Enterprise – Viewer Pro

Dashboarding for Viewer license Make dashboarding viewing available for viewer licenses.

Dashboarding in WYSIWYG editor 
for factsheets In the redesigned factsheets, enable the addition of dashboards via the WYSISYG editor.

Provide Contribution capabilities 
(shared cloud)

Contribute additional or expert knowledge via an inline "Edit mode" in the portal. Update or 
adjust small mistakes or become a pro-active participant by adding more relevant content 
and references between assets.

ARIS Enterprise – Extension: Risk & Compliance

Risk & Compliance self-
service-configuration to reduce 
customizing migration effort -  
Part 3

Basic configuration can now be done by Risk & Compliance self-service-configuration 
while running installation without XML or code changes

The focus of this feature is on the attributes on forms:

• Rename attribute labels

• De-/activate business attributes 
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Policy Management - item with 
current policy roll-out shall show 
"current" icon in Portal

Users looking at a policy item in ARIS Portal can now see if there is a valid (current) policy-
roll-out and can download the current document (of the policy).

Issue Management - Adapt 
workflow to 1st Line of Defense 
issue creators

Include an additional role (issue manager) in the workflow to assign responsible people 
and define how to solve issues created by users who may not know how to resolve them.

ARIS Enterprise – SAP Solutions

Enable ARIS for syncing process 
information with SAP Cloud ALM: 
Process model sync 

Enable ARIS to synchronize ARIS model information as custom processes into SAP Cloud 
ALM. The respective links to the ARIS factsheets will be made available as assets in SAP 
Cloud ALM.

Enable synch ARIS - SAP Cloud 
ALM: Project administration

ARIS needs administrative capabilities to manage and SAP Cloud ALM destinations and 
configure ARIS accordingly for importing models as custom processes.

Enable synch ARIS - SAP Cloud 
ALM: Solution processes – graphic

Enable ARIS to synchronize ARIS model information as custom processes into SAP Cloud 
ALM, making the graphic of processes available in SAP Cloud ALM in SVG format.

Change the standard name for 
ARIS document link URL to the 
actual scenario/process name

Include the scenario or process name into the ARIS document link (instead of “ARIS 
model”), allowing customers to easily find the best fitting link without additional manual 
work on SAP Solution Manager side.

Based on customer idea ARISRPA-I-127

Make system independent 
executable URLs available via 
synchronization with a Custom 
URL

System-independent paths to executables in SAP system will reduce manual testing 
activities and enable automated testing on SAP side.

Based on customer idea ARISSO-I-5

ARIS Process Mining SaaS

Introducing user groups Assign rights to both user groups and individual users for full control over access 
management.

Data pseudonymization during 
extraction of source tables

Pseudonymize sensitive data before it enters ARIS Process Mining to protect valuable 
information and maintain confidentiality.

Variable event log definitions

Define alternative perspectives on a process with variable event log definitions, allowing 
remapping activities and cases to other variables or fields.

Based on customer ideas ARISPMIYU-I-67, ARISPMIYU-I-115

Share findings via bookmarks
Easily share valuable process mining findings, such as insights, best practices, and 
discoveries with others by creating bookmarks, fostering a collaborative environment that 
drives innovation and efficiency.

Process Quick Checks

Expand process compliance functionality by defining the ‘compliant process’ as ‘one or 
more of the discovered process variances’ rather than having to capture the compliant 
process as a BPMN in ARIS and import it into ARIS Process Mining

Based on customer ideas ARISPMIYU-I-60, ARISPMIYU-I-107
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ARIS Process Mining SaaS

Access rights at data level

Empower users with tailor-made access control. Define precise access rights at the data 
level, filtering by region, time frame, or any other criteria.

Based on customer idea ARISPMIYU-I-105

Gallery 2.0 - Adding data to the 
installation.

Enhance the Gallery experience with data-rich accelerators and captivating demos, 
providing instant access to invaluable resources without needing to extract and upload 
data.

Companion in ARIS Process Mining Prompt a generative AI agent via a built-in integration with the ARIS Process Mining UI.

https://www.softwareag.com/en_corporate.html
https://www.linkedin.com/authwall?trk=bf&trkInfo=AQFvUKwWDgxGOAAAAYQTPIRgQfWhP3DbUB6rMqZ4TxMkkLIptYsOzMYVO2w_aD3BUob-n7WZDQ7VL4WJvx7askaE0QdByWZEKGb22YWEDIjj9xqP8vAZ34eJ9UFQMDPM5jEGA6g=&original_referer=&sessionRedirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%2Fsoftware-ag%2F
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